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Cultural Fit

Will this candidate succeed at our
organisation?
Don’t use wishy washy decision-making to
understand this critical question. Apply
scientific evidence combined with informed
judgement to get cultural fit right. Saberr
predicts the performance of new hires based
on fit with the role, the team and the
organisation.

Cultural Fit versus Skills Assessment

How does it work?

How important is culture fit? Critical. Analysis from the
Harvard Business Review indicates that up to 80% of
staff attrition is due to poor hiring was caused by
insufficient assessment of cultural fit (rather than skills
shortfalls). Yet few organisations assess cultural fit with
any rigour. We help you understand:

Saberr is simple to use. We understand that your
employer brand is key to attracting the best people
and encouraging through the application process.

Role fit: Is this person likely to excel in that role?
Team fit: How easily will this person to connect
with the team?
Organisation fit: How aligned is this person with
our organisation values?

Our approach
Combine personality and behavioural profiling with an
understanding of relationships in a team. We use the
‘Big 5’ to understand a candidate’s personality and
team dynamics, but we go much deeper. We
understand the values and drivers of each new
candidate, and these qualities have proven to be highly
predictive of performance.
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Existing teams take the survey: this takes 15
minutes to get an understanding of the existing
team benchmark
Profile new candidates: you then invite candidates
into the process. Upon completion, each
candidate will get their individual survey results
immediately, providing value for the candidate
Review results: the hiring manager or recruiter
gains access to both the candidate and team
results. This enables them to conduct more
insightful interviews and have a quantitative risk
assessment when hiring
If you like, our data scientists can correlate profile data
with your organisation’s performance data. Through
this additional analysis, you will be able to identify
what a top performer looks like at your specific company. You can then benchmark future candidates
against this high-performing “persona”.
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The Benefits of Saberr
Employees who have high cultural fit are more
satisfied, more engaged, higher performing and
less likely to leave.
Our culture fit models can predict up to 30% of
new hire performance.
A sales division using Saberr found that a 20%
increase in sales reps’ culture fit scores
corresponded to a 200% increase in the value of
deals closed.

To learn more about cultural fit

Contact us: hq@saberr.com
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